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QI4CE Fund
First call for proposals – Q&A
Purpose
The document seeks to resolve the main questions shared by the different actorsinterested in the first call of the QI4CE Fund.
Please note that this is a guide, it is an additional document and does not replace theTerms of Reference (ToR).

Main Q&A
1. Will the Fund consider different sectors of the CircularEconomy (other than the national CABUREK projectssupported by PTB)?

Yes, the Fund will. The purpose of the first call is to support additional QualityInfrastructure initiatives and sectors for the Circular Economy. In this case, proposalscan be from any value cycle (not limited to agrifood, plastics and construction).
Nevertheless, if proponents intend to work in a regional initiative (i.e. at least two QIactors from different countries) in the same value cycle as their national CABUREKprojects, they must ensure that the activities in the Fund-proposal are feasible andrelevant for all members of the joint proposal.
Activities that apply only for a single country and are part of their national CABUREKproject need to be implemented at the national level with own resources and can notbe supported through the regional QI4CE Fund.

2. What does the role of coordinator in a regional projectimply?
According to the Project Proposal Template the institutions that take part in a jointproposal to the Fund differ in their role: there need to be one coordinator and at leastone more implementing partner (from a different country).
The regional project coordinator will be in charge of harmonizing of the activitiesrelated to all the institutions involved in the project, monitoring compliance with theoperational plan and dates presented to the Fund.
The coordinator will also be in charge of the organization and operational processesfor the project implementation in close collaboration with the PTB (e.g. submission ofquotations, identification of experts and suppliers, development of ToRs, etc.).
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Keep in mind that the coordinator does not have direct access to the Fund'sresources, these will be managed directly by the PTB, as executor of the Fund.

3. Is it possible for an IQ institution to participate in morethan one regional project?
There are not restrictions for QI entities to participate in more than one regionalproject in the call. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the proposal must besubmitted for at least two applicants from two different countries (Please read theTerms of Reference in the section Who is eligible for financing?).
Please note that the proposal must ensure that the activities benefit all members ofthe project, such as QI regional partners. The establishment of individual activities tobe implemented separately will not be financed by the QI4CE Fund (see Question 1).
In addition, although there is no limit for the number of projects to be presented perQI entity, in the role of coordinator, it is not considered feasible that a single QIinstitution (or a at least the same person) coordinates more than one regionalproject. Therefore, it is recommended that the different countries evaluate the casesin which the institution could participate in the role of coordinator or implementingpartner.
In case that in a country one institution is responsible for different QI components,the role of the coordinator refers to the respective personnel in charge of theimplementation and articulation with the project team, once the proposal has beenapproved. It is possible, that within one institution different Departments (e.g. forAccreditation, Metrology or Standardization) participate in different project proposals,as coordinator and/or implementing partner.

4. Regarding the CE stakeholders to be considered in theproposal, what kind of activities could be financed in theproject? Do they have the same financing conditions as QIentities?
According to the ToR, “the participation of organisations and companies working oncircular economy approaches is explicitly desired and should be mentioned in thefunding applications” (p.2).
Thus, the activities to be finance for these actors must be aligned with the type ofeligible items explained in the call (p.2):

soft measures (consulting, training, and information dissemination, travelexpenses, proficiency tests) and only to a small extent (less than 10% of thefunding volume) to acquire e.g. reference materials.
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It is important to be clear in the proposal and explain the link between the CE actorand QI and, to the extent possible, how the CE actor will be involved in the project.

5. Do all QI components need to be involved in the proposal?Is it feasible to group only actors from the same QIcomponent?
For example: Could standardization bodies from differentcountries submit a proposal, without metrology oraccreditation?

It is possible to consider QI actors from different countries for the same Qualitycomponent in the proposal. For instance, standadization bodies from differentcountries. The same applies of course for metrology and accreditation.
Nevertheless, it is desirable to consider working as a team with actors from other QIcomponents, trying to identify potentials for interdisciplinary collaboration. Theseapproaches or considerations should be stated clearly in the project proposal.Please note also the section How are funding projects selected?, especially criterion4 related to QI components.

6. Regarding the costs of the proposal, there are maximumprices for the activities to be financed (e.g. expert fees,travel expenses, among others)?
It is important to point out that the financing resources follow the conditions of theGerman Cooperation for Development and the German regulations for the hiring ofinternational experts, e.g. for trainings or consultancy activities. Therefore, there arecertain limitations regarding expert fees and allowances for travel expenses.
The applicable daily rates and regulations for travel expenses need to be agreedwith the responsible PTB Project Coordinator and require approval of theAdministration of PTB.
In addition, the consulting experts must guarantee the payment of the correspondingsocial security for the requesting country.

7. Is the percentage considered to finance inputs andmaterial flexible? (maximum of 10% of the fundingvolume)
No. This condition is not flexible. See also the ToR section What can be funded.
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It is recommended to focus more on the use of resources to plan soft activities (suchas consulting, training, and information dissemination, travel expenses, proficiencytests) than purchasing material and equipment.
Only up to 10% of the financing volume will be considered to finance supplies.
Activities such as conformity assessment, audits, accreditations, intercomparisonsmight be considered. However, it will be necessary to identify the benefit for allmembers of the project, as well as, the added value regarding the Circular Economy.

8. Due to COVID-19, is it possible to plan face-to-faceactivities?
The PTB is aware of the consequences of the Coronavirus, the pandemic being asituation that affected the way of implementing activities and daily life. Thus, the PTBencourages the planning of activities considering the use of virtual formats.
Even though the COVID-19 restrictions have been lifted in some countries, it is thePTB's policy not to encourage the increase of infections, so it is requested to planactivities, if possible, to be implemented in virtual mode considering online tools anddifferent formats. In this case, you could find several examples to implement virtualactivities applied to QI. Some examples are available at the following link:https://www.covid19.ptb.de/capacity-development-online/web-based-training.Especially in the Capacity development online navigator, applicants can find a wideportfolio of formats to consider in the proposal: https://www.cdo.ptb.de/
The implementation of activities that include travels and in-person meetings are notexcluded per se. However, it is important to duly consider the current situationregarding the COVID-19 pandemic, applicable restrictions, vaccination requirementsand safety protocols for national and international travels and meetings.
Whether in-person-meetings and travels are feasible needs to be evaluated by thecoordinating organization of the proposed project and the responsible PTB ProjectCoordinator.

https://www.covid19.ptb.de/capacity-development-online/web-based-training
https://www.cdo.ptb.de/

